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No boundaries

It’s one thing to use electronics to 
emulate acoustic drum sounds, 
but German electronic drummer 
Oli Rubow pushes the boundaries, 
blending acoustic drums and 
electronics to create what he calls 
“an organic electronic live act”.
Oli shared his enthusiasm for electronic 
drumming with digitalDrummer editor 
Allan Leibowitz.
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No boundaries

digitalDrummer: Can you run through your usual 
equipment line-up? What acoustic and electronic 
equipment do you use for performances?

Oli Rubow: I love to have a small acoustic base 
(kick, snare, hi-hat, crash and sizzle ride) that I can rely 
on, even if power fails. This acoustic base allows me to 
play a range of dynamics and provides me with a lot of 
different colours. I usually have an open, resonant 
tuning and love to alter the acoustic sound with different 
kinds of sticks (brushes, rods, mallets, jingle sticks, 
maracas, one shot shaker, hands and fingers...) or 
change the original drum sound by dampening the 
drums and cymbals with towels, adding chains or even 
reversing drum heads.

On the electronics side, I use a Roland SPD-S loaded 
with typical electronic drum and percussion sounds, 
noises, vocal samples and chords. Some sounds (like 
claps, rims, toms) are routed into a Line6 delay, the rest 
run through the Acidlab Bassline-2 (a TB-303 clone), 
where the e-drums get rhythmically filtered. I have a 
bass section consisting of a triggered bass and an 
acid bass.

The triggered bass consists of a Roland trigger hooked 
on the kick drum. This impulse triggers an analogue 
bass sound in the Jomox MBase 01 which will be 
delayed with a Boss Space Echo and finally filtered and 
distorted with an Oto Biscuit. I also use a Boss volume 
pedal to mute the bass when needed. With this set-up, 
I can easily add a bass signal while playing the groove: 
I only have to tap eighths on the echo and open the 
volume pedal. I use the Acidlab Bassline-2 as a 
pulsating bass computer. The tempo of the Bassline-2 
is synched via a MIDI clock, either to the laptop with 
Ableton Live or a MIDI-clock tap device like the 34one.

In what I call the dub section, I split the snare drum mic 
twice. The first split signal gets its needed gain (and 
optional synth chords from Ableton Live) from an EHX 
Vocoder, then runs through an A/B switch to a small 
mixer where it meets the electronic sounds, and both 
reach their final destination in my green Line6 Delay 
Modeler. With the A/B switch, I allow the snare signal to 
be delayed; with the Vocoder, I can add harmonics to 
the delayed atmosphere. With a signal being in the 
delay device, I have the possibility to integrate it 
rhythmically into my groove (by tapping the tempo), or 
to dub the signal (playing with the tempo and repeat 
knob), even feedback or (fake) loop it. My red “mute“ 
button gives me another option to treat the delayed 
signal in a rhythmic way.

The second split signal runs into the biggest reverb 
preset of my old Alesis Microverb. By pressing the 
green button on what I call my “playstation”, I can fire 
some dubby reverb events. I use a 13“ Apple MacBook 
Pro with Ableton Live (software), a Novation Launchpad 
(controller) and a MOTU Traveler audio interface. All 
electronic devices with knobs or buttons I like to twirl are 
placed left of the hi-hat, so that I can use my left hand.

The delay on/off switch (the A/B box) is on the floor, left 
of the hi-hat pedal; the vocoder stompbox with an on/off 
button is between the kick pedal and the e-kick pedal of 
the Roland SPD-S.

dD: How long have you been using electronics and 
how did you start?

OR: I think I started with drum electronics in the late 
‘90s. I was impressed with different styles of the DJ 
culture (drum ’n bass, house, hip-hop) and first tried to 
emulate all those special and un-acoustic sounds on a 
traditional drumset by tweaking drums and cymbals and 
using different sticks (brushes, rods, jingle sticks, the 
meinl drumbal, shakers, etc).

The first electronic device I fell in love with was the 
Line6 delay with tap tempo. This stompbox gave me a 
new possibility of creating the illusion of additional 
loops,without having to play along with a clicktrack and 
pre-recorded electronic playbacks. It supported the idea 
of improvising and interacting without losing the 
electronic feel.

Over time, I integrated some prominent signature 
electronic sounds, like handclaps (for house beats), 
deep sub kicks (for dub, hip-hop and breakbeat styles) 
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and classic Simmons tom sounds for the ‘80s. At that 
time, you could get a lot of the vintage e-drum stuff very 
cheaply on eBay, so  I bought an analogue Tama 
Techstar drumsynth TS-305 (ideal to generate a boom 
bass or those disco “piuuu” toms), a Simmons MTX-9 
that provided me with typical 12-bit clap samples, as well 
as some stylish hexagonal pads to drum on.

In 2001, I toured with Turntablerocker, a side project of 
two well-known German DJs. For their kind of music 
(somewhere between electro, hip-hop and house), I 
needed a lot of different e-drum sounds. I got in contact 
with Clavia and combined their ddrum4 brain, three pads 
and a snare trigger with a small acoustic ensemble of 
kick, snare, hi-hat and crash. At that time, I also began 
writing a book about using electronic and programmed 
grooves on stage.

One part of my approach is not only to transcribe the right 
notes of a beat (of a certain style), but to research the 
kind of equipment available at the time of production. 
For example, when you look at the beats on Prince’s 
recordings in the ‘80s, you need to look at the workings of 
the Linndrum to understand the reasons for machine gun 
fills, the lack of dynamics and static groove.

Then, I would sit behind my acoustic kit, tune the snare 
drum down, cover it with a towel or an old reversed drum 
head. I would try to play without dynamics, very 
accurately and with a steady balance between the (drum) 
instruments. I would “overdub” crashes with the left hand, 
instead of stopping the right-hand flow of the hi-hat. 
I would try to recreate the illusion of a vintage drum 
computer by maybe playing the hi-hat a little bit too loud, 
by playing machine gun-like drum rolls, by thinking in a 

one- or two-bar pattern structure and avoiding too many 
different fills.

In the next phase, I would integrate electronic drums or 
eventually play only on e-drums – but again, no dynamics 
and (using) sounds from the first generation of digital 
machines like the Linndrum, Oberheim DMX/DX and 
Drumtraks.

I tried to examine as much of the beat production gear I 
could get. I bought a lot of synthdrums (Simmons SDS-V, 
Tama Techstar TS-206/TS-305, Coron DS-8, Jomox 
MBase, Vermona DRM1), digital e-drums (Simmons 
MTX-9, Simmons Claptrap, Boss Dr.Pad, Pearl 
Syncussion SC-40, ddrum4), MIDI controllers (EZ Kat), 
drum machines (Sequential Circuits Drumtraks, Jomox 
X-base, Yamaha DD-55, Boss Dr.220), grooveboxes 
(Roland MC-303), samplers (EMU Sp-12000, Akai 
S-2000, Roland SPD-S, software samplers), effects (tape 
echo, analogue/digital delay, reverb, distortion, phaser, 
compressor, gate) and borrowed a lot from friends – just 
to understand how the machines work, what possibilities 
and restrictions they have and how they shape the 
aesthetic of a certain style.

(Rubow’s book “e-Beats am Drumset” was published in 
2007, but only in German.)

dD: I’ve just watched some of your performances and 
was blown away by your collaboration with Uwe Schenk. 
There, you start off with what sounds like a regular Jazz/
Latin number with your fellow drummer playing sedately 
on brushes, and then you take it in all kinds of directions 
including techno. Do you play with these guys regularly 
and how have they adapted to your unique style?

Some of Oli’s vast array of electronic and acoustic instruments. From apparent chaos come some inspiring grooves.

See Oli on YouTube
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OR: All the guys are old friends, but we never played 
together in this configuration. We also did not really 
have time to rehearse, so I brought some parts of “floor-
fillers from 1982 to today” and the idea of mixing the 
music like a DJ, but playing it with the attitude of a jazz 
band considering risk, improvisation and interaction.

Finally, everybody had to open their ears and eyes, but 
each was free to contribute his unique way of making 
music.

dD: I’m amazed at how busy you are – changing sticks, 
switching things on and off, always doing something – 
how do you remember it all and what sort of changes 
are required in a song like that?

OR: Let me answer that in two parts. Concerning the 
acoustic section, I collect sonic (and rhythmical) clichés 
and interesting sound preparations, so that I have a 
sound library in my mind (and on my computer) like an 
electronic music producer has his sampling CDs.

Throughout the years some gear changes and 
placements evolved to improve playability. But it is also 
a lot of improvisation. So, not all the stick changes are 
planned. And, very often, I don’t get or find the 
instruments I had in mind, due to the extremely small 
time window. You see, a certain random factor pushes 
me to spontaneously deal with new situations and 
indirectly brings a freshness to my playing.

When I integrate harmonic playbacks from Ableton, 
I  thoroughly tune the clips according to my acid bass, 
trigger bass and vocoder settings so that it would not 
sound bad if I pressed the wrong button. And I use 
some of the 64 backlit buttons of the Launchpad only 
for my orientation...

So what do I do besides hitting on the drums and 
cymbals? I use the fingers of my left hand to control the 
Launchpad (and therefore Ableton) for starting/stopping/
switching scenes, triggering one shot samples (mostly 
vocals), adding several effects to the Ableton stereo 
sum.

My left hand also controls the Line6 Delay Modeler. 
I use my fingers for tapping the tempo, tweaking the 
repeat and delay time button to crush and finally feed 
back the signal, rhythmically muting the delayed product 
with the “playstation’s” red button, while the green 
button is used for adding typical reverb shots.

I also control the Boss Echo, tapping the tempo for 
the “synth bass” and control the Biscuit’s cutoff and 
resonant knobs, morphing the synth sound.

Then, with the heel of my left foot, I open or close the 
mic signal gate to the delay and I use my right foot to 
change position from the kick pedal to activate the 
Vocoder or to play the e-pedal connected to the SPD-S.

The left and right hands use different materials to hit. 
Some classics are stick, jingle stick, stick plus shaker, 
rod plus shaker in the right hand, while in the left I use 
a stick, brush, mallet, one shot shaker or drumbal.
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dD: Have you thought about a full electronic kit where 
you can just assign the sounds you want – and don’t 
have to juggle sticks, triggers, etc?

OR: When I am jamming with a DJ, a full electronic kit 
is ideal. I listen and play to his music, just put my 
e-drum stereo sum into the DJ mixer and tell the guy (if 
we’ve never met before) that he can see me as a third 
turntable and can treat me in his usual manner (fade in, 
fade out, kill the bass, mids or highs, cut, mute). 
For those gigs, I only use a Roland SPD-S with a kick 
pedal. It’s perfect, as the multipad allows me to load my 
own samples and to travel by train or plane without 
heaps of gear.

I have also experimented using the laptop as an e-drum 
brain, and played some performances only with a MIDI-
controller (Drumkat or SPD-S) and NI Battery or Ableton 
Live’s Impulse, but  I always worry about the possibility 
of technical problems. A broken snare head can’t stop 
me making music, a power failure or a laptop failure 
sure does...

dD: Tell us a bit about your drumming background – 
when you started and what you’ve been doing until 
now…

OR: I started when I was 10, then jazz and fusion 
attracted me for several years until drum ‘n bass 
opened the door for electronic music. Since then, I get 
most of my inspiration from the dancefloor, DJs and 
bedroom producers. I love their rhythmical freshness 
and the obvious aim: make people dance!

dD: How do you see the future of electronic drumming?

OR: The perfect emulation of an acoustic kit doesn’t 
interest me. I like the idea of e-drums being their own 
instrument genre – as it was when it began in the ‘70s 
with drumsynths.

To be honest, there’s such a huge offering of new, 
strange ideas concerning electronic beat production 
and a huge range of products, that I would need a lot of 
time to check some things out… And part of my concept 
is to make new things with gear I already have. 
But some improvements would be nice: no latency 
when using the computer as an e-drum brain or effect 
device, tap tempo buttons for all effects and finally, my 
current setup must shrink so I can tour the world with it .

dD: What’s next for you? What’s your next project?

OR: Currently, we are rehearsing for an European tour 
with De Phazz, and after that I will perform at some 
drummer meetings in Germany and play some festivals 
with Hattler and my own band, Netzer. I’ll also be 
feeding my blog www.e.beats.net

Since 2006, I’ve posted all my thoughts, ideas and 
concepts concerning electronic beats. So far, there are 
over 1,100 posts, unfortunately only written in German. 
It is another way of developing and practicing without 
an instrument.  
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